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Abstract 

 
This study describes about the representation of Perennial American Hero character in Exodus: Gods and Kings. 

This research purpose is to examine whether the “heroic” American characteristics still exist or not because the 

film theme is religious.  The study uses a qualitative method in analyzing the issue by implementing Mackey-

Kallis’s Perennial Journey structure and Halldorson’s American Hero expanding theory. In organizing the analysis, 

the study analyzes the journey first by applying Mackey-Kallis’s Perennial Journey; Furthermore, the writers 

continue analyze on the main character by implementing Halldorson’s American Hero. The similar characteristics 

are supposedly used to reveal the American Hero identity in Exodus: Gods and Kings. Besides applying narrative 

aspects the study also applies non-narrative aspects such as shot, angle, frame, action and lighting. These non-

narrative aspects are purposely applied to enhance the research in finding American Hero’s characteristics on the 

main character. These two expanding theories help this study to reveal the American Hero archetype on the main 

character. It shows that there is a big proportion of main character archetype similar to American Hero archetype. 
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1. Introduction 

An American hero carries its American dream that depicts the work ethic toward pursuing 

achievement. The American heroic concepts draw an ideal American hero portrayal in the society. Thus, 

the American Dream assures each and every soul the possibility of social success yet the American hero 

has not more often sought than a life physically outside of society (Halldorson). American people have 

their own right in pursuing happiness by exiling themselves from society so that they can manage a smaller 

society in which they could build their dream together. It is depicted in many American entertainments 

that often portray their heroic identity through many media such as Rambo, Saving Private Ryan and Die 

Hard . 

Although there are many Hollywood films, the writers choose this film because it was showered critics 

by movie viewer; only 27% has submitted positive review while others not 

(http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/exodus_gods_and_kings/). These critics come up after several 

dissonances appear which is interesting to be analyzed. The aim of this film is questionable whether 

Ridley Scott’s wants to depict Moses as a hero or a messenger.  Besides, the selection of prophetic film 

for academic thesis is still rare and leaves many empty rooms to be explored. The writers want to analyze 

how American Hero is portrayed in this film as directed by American director.  

Although prophetic film analyses are rare, but there are several studies discussing that issue. There is 

Craig Detweiler, Professor of Communication and Director of the Center for Entertainment, Media, and 

Culture, who has discussed Exodus: Gods and Kings. He published Film Discussion Guide. In this 

electronic book, he studies its suitability towards the bible scripture. He separates the film discussion into 

four sections; save the children, a mountain top experience, the Passover, and the exodus. The entire 

discussed chapters are using biblical scripture in assessing the storyline. Exodus: Gods and Kings offer a 

fresh retelling story of Moses as he stated at the end of his discussion. Other related studies that have been 

conducted titled Exodus: Gods and Kings: Differences between the Movie & the Bible, by Ben Kendrick, 
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2014. In this article, he examines his article by explaining Moses’s background and historical context. 

The relationship between God and Moses becomes its continuity topics. After that, the writer has 

explained about Ramses and Hebrew people that become an issued among Jews. Other related study has 

been conducted titled Religion through Film by Dr. Cheryl B. Rhodes. This journal article tells the 

importance role of film in religion. Moreover, she also examines the moviemakers‘ purpose in producing 

the film. Therefore, this journal article purposely to reawake the awareness of religion influence in film. 

The last study is entitled The Hero Figure in Business and Cinema conducted by Olivier Fournout. In his 

journal article, he examines what a managerial hero could be that examines leadership as heroism and 

managers as everyday heroes. In the next chapter, he examines the managerial of Hollywood hero and 

explains how heroes take on roles, have profound interiority, are on a mission, creativity, as a negotiators 

and all-powerful. 

Event though the film analyzed in this study has a prophetic theme, the writers only focus on the 

representation of American Hero instead of the discrepancy issue emerging in the film.  In this study, the 

writers would like to analyze the American Hero depicted and produced by Hollywood production. This 

analysis focuses on the Moses wardrobe and his behavior depicted in the film. In achieving the main aim 

of this research, the writer applies the Halldorson’s hero archetype and Susan Mackey’s perennial journey 

structure because they are expanding theory that could organize the narrative structures of the perennial 

journey and assist the writers in finding the American Hero portrayal in Exodus: Gods and Kings. 

2. Hero, Perennial Journey, and American Hero 

Hero is an ideal character portrayal in society. According to Campbell, a hero is the one who has given 

his physical life to some order of realization of that truth.  A legendary hero is usually the founder of 

something—the founder of a new age, the founder of a new religion, the founder of a new city, the founder 

of a new way of life. In order to found something new, one has to leave the old and go in quest of the seed 

idea, a germinal idea that has the potentiality for bringing forth that new thing. While according to 

Halldorson, a hero is the one who willingly liquidates identity with confidence that the authentic is the 

only true starting point of identity. Heroes are people who transform compassion (a personal virtue) into 

heroic action (a civic virtue) (Zimbardo) . 

The definition must include both the character and the action but is not complete until the character 

and the action become solidified in narrative, heard by the reader, and incorporated into the reader’s belief 

system. This action is portrayed in the heroes journey. From the perspective of mythology world and 

Perennial philosophy, Odysseus’ development, or the evolution of humanity, is our movement toward 

some ultimate telos or unity which can be interpreted as our attempt to find our place in the universe, or 

our striving toward home  (Mackey-Kallis). 

Stephanie S. Halldorson defines the American hero representing the American Dream and thus the 

message is quite clear, “it is out there if you want it.” The “out there” is identifiably a physical 

displacement but the “it” remains an empty signifier enabling the readers to fill it with their own desires 

and their own version of the American Dream. Moreover, she argues that American Dream assures each 

soul the possibility of social success yet the American hero has not sought more often than a life physically 

outside of society. Moreover, the hero is often seek to be violently displaced. The body  does not become 

symbol, but replacement for the soul, the spirit, and its redemption. 

Next, Halldorson argues that American hero, while holding up community as the pinnacle of success, 

is built upon an intense focus on the individual. In many ways, America has burdened itself with a heroic 

narrative that recognizes only the singular achievement. The hero often proves with scars and blood that 

what is important is not the “it” as much as the action of moving “out there.” The American imagination 

is looking for a place to re-create society in his own image; however, the more he tries to gain perspective 

and distance, the more he finds himself implicated in the culture and society he had hoped to abandon. 

3. Methodology 

The study focuses on Perennial American Hero Journey in a movie titled Exodus: Gods and Kings. 

The study has applied Perennial Journey and American Hero expanding theories that support the study. 

Since the expanding theories deal with the character of the movie, the study prefers using qualitative 
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method rather than quantitative. Qualitative inquirers use theory in their studies in several ways. First, it 

is used as a broad explanation for behavior and attitudes, and it may be completed with variables, 

constructions, and hypotheses. Second, researchers increasingly use perspective in qualitative research, 

which provides an overall orienting lens for the study of questions of gender, class and race. It guides the 

researchers as to what issues are important to be examined (Creswell 239). It helps the study to gain a 

deeper acknowledge in examining the character. 

Exodus: Gods and Kings is officialy released in 87 countries in 2014. This 150 minutes movie was 

banned in several countries due to its main character portrayal. This rejection becomes the trigger of this 

study. The analysis of the study is obtained by watching the movie through streaming online. By streaming 

and replaying for many times, the writers could obtain 19 scenes related to the study. After focusing on 

the narrative aspects, the study focuses on the non-narrative aspects, such as; the shots, angles of the 

camera and the acting. These aspects help the study to gain deeper analysis of Moses portrayal as an 

American hero. 

In analyzing the narrative aspects, this study applies Mackey-Kallis’s theory. She had applied this 

theory into several movies in her books such as Field of Dreams, Star Wars, Lion King, and The Natural. 

According to Mackey-Kallis, she argues that perennial journey is constructed by several steps which could 

be explained below: 

 

Figure 1 :  Perennial Journey flowchart 
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Based on figure 1, this study can easily get the data. This data is selected by categorizing its part based 

on the table. These related scenes become the main data. Next, this study applies the Halldorson’s 

expanding theory about American Hero. These related scenes are obtained by matching several American 

Hero characteristics. Hence these related scenes are analyzed through the non-narrative aspects. While 

narrative films relate to the human desire for stories and documentaries addressing the desire to see and 

understand society and history, other  aspects of  human  experience—sensory  statements,  intellectual  

puzzles,  emotions,  memories,  and dreams—are invoked by the range of non-narrative (White 286).There 

are another aspects that the film wants to explain besides its story and plot. Aspects conveying the images  

are often hidden behind its main function as property. There were many aspects appearing on the movie 

categorized as non-narrative aspects, such as shot, angle, lighting, wardrobe, color and action.  Length of 

shots, height of angle, brightness of light, wardrobe, color and action are having its own meaning. By 

determining the elements of the shot, he can assess the non-narrative aspects of the film. By applying this 

method, this study will reveal the American hero portrayal on the main character of Exodus Gods and 

Kings. 

4. Exodus: Gods and Kings 

This film tells about Moses who was born in Egypt during the period in which Hebrew’s baby should 

be killed. His mother did not want him die, so that she put him on a waterproof basket that later on arrived 

on a group of women bathing. One of those people is Pharaoh’s daughter found him on a basket and 

adopted him later on. Even though he was raised by Pharaoh family, he tends to suckle his own mom.   

During manhood he was told by Hebrew that he is a Hebrew, this secret was eavesdropped by one of 

pharaoh’s servant that becomes a cause of the Moses’s exile later on. On his exile, he found revelation 

after having a family. 10 years later, he came to Ramses to setting free the Hebrew’s and telling the true 

God. Ramses denial triggers a torment to his people and family. This torment climax happened when 

Ramses and his people drowned in the red sea. 

5. Discussion 

This chapter discusses the analysis on the perennial journey of American hero portrayed on Exodus: 

Gods and Kings.  To examine the archetype, this study has divided the analysis into two sub chapters 

based on perennial journey of American hero which are birth of the hero and his quest and individual 

hero’s journey divided into parochial, tribulation, achievement, and home.  

The hero, acting as cultural visionary/prophet/messiah, moves through these phases with the primary 

goal of healing the culture by his ability to transcend the dualities of human existence, to seek unity from 

separation and to move culture to the next level of consciousness (Mackey-Kallis 228).   

5.1. Birth of the hero and his quest 

 

    Figure 2. Moses speaking with Seti (00:28:37) 

While two eavesdroppers reported the secret of Moses to Vicecory, Moses also told his report about 

Pithom’s slaves condition to Seti his stepfather. He began reporting by exhaling his breath deeply (Figure 

2). This high angle with a shallow focus on Seti depicts Seti’s worry upon Moses. Moses facial expression 

tends to look at down  during the conversation. When a person is mentally talking to themselves, they 

look down and to the left  (Pease 187). It is caused by Moses’s sympathy upon Seti’s condition. He did 
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not want Seti knowing a bad news besides the Pithom conditions; especially while Seti’s condition were 

not good. Moses’ eyes movement look down, and this means that he actually has something to struggle 

about his identity that he does not want to share with Seti as his father figure at that time.  It was his last 

conversation with Seti before he died.   

Ramses proclaimed his new status as King in the morning after Seti’s funeral. During his new reign, 

he planned to build his own empire as discussed with his people including Moses, as his advisor. In the 

middle of the discussion, Vicecory suddenly came to Pharaoh Palace and wanted to talk only with Ramses. 

Vicecory revealed Moses’s identity after there were no body including Moses. This secret made Ramses 

wanted to know the real story and threatened Miriam to say the truth by pointing sword toward her arm.  

According to Campbell, the birth of hero and his quest occurs with a historical and mythological “shift 

of consciousness from the consciousness of identity to the consciousness of participation in duality’’ 

(Mackey-Kallis 24).  A unity comes from the same foredom. This individual feels what indegoeus suffer; 

moreover, he has relationship with these people. Such feeling triggers an individual to seek unity over 

diversity. Moses also has experienced the same thing during his perennial journey home. His belief has 

already shifted from identity into participation of duality. It is depicted in the event that Moses saves 

Miriam‘s arm from Ramses execution. Ramses did not believe the story as well as Moses and it made him 

to exile Moses rather than following his mother’s will to kill Moses. These three events questioning 

Moses’s identity have awakened Moses’ curiosity about himself; He carries this belief during his exile 

and discovered it through his outward journey. 

5.2. Individual hero’s journey 

A journey begins when someone has an intention to do it.  It is not depicted in the hero’s action but in 

his mind that has desired to do it. A simultaneous thinking in achieving something makes someone 

experiences the journey. This journey moves the individual to leave him/her known territory (the 

parochial/the home/ego-consciousness) to unknown territory (often a descent into strange or terrible 

lands/unconsciousness)  (Mackey-Kallis 13 ). This journey starts from the inner of self before portrayed 

out through the action. After someone knows himself well, he will seek something missing in the self 

even though it has to change or even erase some his daily habits. Such journey is also experienced by 

Moses in Exodus: Gods and Kings. 

  
Figure 3. Moses in the middle of desert (00:40:18) 

Moses was left by Bithia and Miriam in the middle of desert (Figure 3). This separation shot is taken 

with a middle shot and a spacious background. It clearly depicts that he was just a small part of the desert 

in which he has to explore it by himself. The spacious background of desert creates atmosphere of endless 

journey that he has to pass. Moreover, he only holds on the horse’s rope that depicts his reliance upon the 

horse. Moses’s gray clothes makes him contrast to the background that dominantly brown. This gray color 

depicts Moses uncertain  identity whether he is a Hebrew or Egyptian. This uncertainty makes him search 

for a place outside of certain community that is similar to American imagination. It is anarchistic and a 

search for a place outside  restrictive society to reinvent a smaller, more manageable society that is more 

compatible with the characteristics of the individual hero  (Halldorson 1). This anarchistic is depicted 

with an american frontier that seeks a place in America to live. In frontier mythology, the hero is the 

central to measure how we understand the tasks of taming the wilderness and extracting its bounty, and 
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from Andrew Jackson to George Armstrong Custer to Jimmy Doolittle, the American hero has often been 

a warrior  (Tirman 1). American hero is well-known with its self-reliance, rugged individualist, 

inventiveness, can-do spirit, and equality of opportunity. These characteristics are built up by the 

condition of American lands that makes the people has to be creative and self reliance to survive the life. 

 
Figure 4. Moses was surrounded by his enemies. (00:45:55) 

Moses comes to a village by riding a horse. This shot portrays Moses saving a group of women 

threatened by a group of men (Figure 8). This middle shot with a spacious frame is portraying Moses in 

danger. Moses figure is placed in the middle of the frame and portrays his position locked by 3 characters. 

It creates a menacing situation; This situation becomes more dangerous because he is surrounded by 3 

men who are ready to use their weapons. The dominant colour is brown which depicts its background in 

the earth. Moses’s black outfit makes him contrast among the dominant brown color. This black color 

depicts his unbearable desire to put himself in danger. His initiaton to put himself in a danger is similar 

to American heroic quest. The essence of the American heroic quest often places one’s body in physical 

danger whether by riding on a horse with no name or skydiving on a weekend business retreat   

(Halldorson 3).  This american heroic quest is pratically implemented by Moses who rides a horse before 

putting himself in danger. Even though he has spacious distance with his enemies, he is agile to swing his 

sword. This action is often portrayed in many hero’s figures. One of them is cowboy, symbolizing rugged 

individualism and violence through his “heroic” actions (Kjelberg 14). Moses’s acts are similar to cowboy 

who puts himself in danger. Moses places himself in the middle of furious  strangers. It clearly depicts 

his courage as a hero among the women. His action is closely related to the cowboy that often helps people 

in  violence way instead  makes  peace.  

5.3. Parochial (known territory) 

Expulsion creates the profound feeling of loss or lack and provides the motive for the journey 

‘‘home.’’  (Mackey-Kallis 14). The individual journey starts with losing something in his life. Such 

feeling was caused by a certain comfort situation that hero has long desired. A comfort journey makes the 

lesson easily accepted, means the individual really accepts the tribulation as a lesson to learn. There is a 

boon awaiting his long journey to share with the society. Once he has felt his desired feeling, he will ask 

for more even though it has to be taken an intricate route. Moses has to fight his shadow to search the 

enlightment. He will do a search for a treasure or boon (gold/glory/enlightenment/individuation) 

(Mackey-Kallis 13) .  Seeking for something precious takes a lot of sacrifice; what most important is the 

ownership of someone’s time. Once he has spared his amount of time, it means he has shown his intention 

in seeking this boon.  

Moses has a couple of day’s trip before arriving at Zipporah’s village. His long trip shows his pure 

intention in searching his identity. He seeks for a place to live in a couple of days. Finally Moses reaches 

in a village and marries one of the women. He makes sacred marriage with Zipporah. This marriage makes 

him reach his spiritual maturity that leads him into the enlightment. 
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Figure 5. Moses marries Zipporah (00:49:45) 

Moses has reached the important  stage when he marries  Zipporah (Figure 5).  This scene is taken 

when he and Zipporah are doing a marriage vow  to complete each other. This shot is taken with a medium 

shot and loose frame that makes their marriage look more dramatic. They are  surrounded by many people 

that depicts the importance of  the event. Moreover, the dominant color are black and  white. White color 

depicts that Moses is  a holy man, but his spiritual knowledge is not higher than the man standing in front 

of him, who wears full white outfit from head to toe. The sacred marriage quest, for male protagonists, 

has a mother quest embedded in it as well.  The mother quest often represents as a Goddess figure who 

can make him comfortable and nourished. This figure is clearly portrayed on Zipporah who could 

encourage him in his hard times. She becomes his life partner when Moses came to her village alone. 

Moreover, she also gives Moses  a son from their marriage, named Gershom. Besides that, she also treats 

Moses kindly. Her kindess is clearly depicted when Moses is hit by a rock which makes him unconciouss. 

5.4. Tribulation (obstacle, problems) 

During the journey, there are always obstacles to test the purity of intention. These obtacles become 

strong and inevitable herbs for someone who can see the positive side of an event or poisonus herbs for 

someone who could not see it in positive way. The hero is always  charged to take a lesson in every event 

that he has gone through.  There would be a self denial point of view that evokes the bewilderment of 

overcoming the obstables. The individual is sometimes aided (mentors/gods/shamans/dreams), and is 

often sorely tested (demons/Shadow-self)  (Mackey-Kallis 13). A single dream could lead people to 

choose which way he has to pick. It is caused by his feebleness in solving the problem.  Besides that, the 

individual should learn from the experienced one, or even from the most precious substance. Moses in 

overcoming his tribulation has been aided by several characters, such as; Boy, Zipporah, Aaron, and 

Joshua. 

 
      Figure 6. Moses speaking with a trained Hebrew (00:16:25) 

Ramses disagreement towards Moses’ request was discussed in the meeting, it resulted in searching 

Moses throughout the city. Ramses’ searching was failed and made him showing his anger by hanging 

innocent families. This hanging event was to make Hebrew scared, but they reacted conversly. They 

joined Moses (Figure 6). This scene is taken with a medium shot and dense frame, it clearly depicts 

dramatic situation. There are many Hebrew people who gather in the middle of nowhere. Moses’ position, 

in the center of the group, portrays him as an influential person. Moreover, his figure is  also portrayed as 
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the biggest than any other figures. It represents his honour among the Hebrew. There are many people 

surrounding him with serious mimic, it creates a dramatic situation among them. This small group created 

by Moses is similar to the American imagination. 

 American imagination is anarchistic and searches for a place outside of restrictive society to reinvent 

a smaller, more manageable society that is more compatible with the characteristics of the individual hero 

(Halldorson 1). After several hanging events, Moses feels that it is his family too and dissapointed toward 

Ramses’ government. These feelings are also experienced by the slaves and made them  join Moses. They 

think that the only way is to fight Ramses back. This same feeling becomes the basic construction of the 

establishment of small armies. This Hebrew group  is compatible with Moses character who also feels the 

discrimantion over the slave. Finally, Moses leads the exodus of the Hebrew people by training them to 

be ready for war just before the Boy character helps him. Moreover, he chooses all Hebrew rather than 

his friends to help his war against Ramses because Moses is originally a Hebrew. He already knows the 

slaves’ condition after inspecting Pithom. 

5.5. Achievement 

Each tribulation has a lesson to learn. It makes the individual to become more mature than before. 

They will know what they have to do and do not depend on the situation of the society because they 

already have learned the life’s lesson. The hero shares with the culture upon returning home (cultural 

enlightenment/awareness of the undivided nature of being/transconsciousness)  (Mackey-Kallis 13). 

These lessons can be formed into a cultural solution and awakening the self sharing with others. Such a 

journey offers a chance for change, growth, and possibly transcendence, that although evolutionary, 

ultimately represents, as Zen Buddhism tells us, a longing to be reunited with an energy or way of being 
always already present; a longing, in other words, for home  (Mackey-Kallis 14). Moses has achieved 

several changes and growth in his character. 

  
Figure 7. Moses were facing Ramses (02:11:36) 

After several events that testing his belief, Moses finally leads his people crossing the sea.  He still 

has to face Ramses yet. Moses, Joshua, and Aaron see Ramses’s group are pursuing them. In the moring, 

Moses found his sword appear in the middle of the current. Moses has found that it was the only way to 

escape from Ramses and reach Canaan. In order to safe his people, they prepare to defend the whole group 

by riding their horses and preparing their weapon. The current is raising and making some of the Ramses’ 

army turn back but it is useless. They cannot save their own life and Ramses orders them to retreat . In 

contrast, Moses orders his people to go to the offshore and to left him facing Ramses (Figure 7). This 

medium shot scene with a spaciuos frame depicts Moses in a spacious land. The background makes the 

situtation more dramatic. Even though, the current is coming, Moses still stands in the middle of the sea 

to fight against Ramses. This situation endangers his people, he does not want Hebrew’s generation drifted 

away. His belief upon himself and God makes him putting himself in danger; in order to save his beloved 

people. This dangerous situation is often depicted in American hero who is always independent in 

accomplishing whatever they do in life through action  (Gary R. Weaver 6). Moses saves his people by 

facing incoming waves and Ramses. 
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5.6. Home 

The final journey of the hero is a home, a place that he has already known before but it has something 

new upon his returning from tribulation. A desired home that he has long time expected. He feel as one 

with the indigenous or  new people.  His unity feeling makes him become the leader of a community that 

had dealt with a bad guy or having a gloomy culture. Such return had refurbished the old society into 

better life. Moses has led his people old society that used to oppressed in a Ramses government into a 

better life. 

 
Figure 8. Moses leads his people (02:23:14) 

Moses enlightment finally reaches its point after several obstacles. This horse-drawn carriage wanted 

to visit Canaan. Before departing, Moses wrote several guidance’s dictated by the Boy character for his 

people. This guidance was written in a durable stone and carried by Moses in a horse-drawn carriage 

(Figure 8). This shot uses high angle and extreme long shot. It depicts that these people are just a little 

creature if compared to earth. They are walking together filling the frame. After that, a spacious frame 

and a small box moving depict that Moses as an important person among the Hebrew. His white carriage 

depicts as there is something holy inside it. This clearly depicts that a small creature is carrying something 

very important for those people and for the earth. 

Moses presence in the middle of Hebrew’s people has created different atmosphere among them. 

Moses has been used to live with them since he was child. A general identity that he has used to feel does 

no longer exist since his belief changes. His identity turns into a messenger to the Hebrew. He brings and 

shares a boon/enlightment for his people. Hence, he has felt a new home even though he has lived with 

them since his childhood. This journey does not only seek home for Moses, but also for Hebrew. 

5.7. The Perennial American Hero in Religious Theme 

After several obstacles, Moses successfully sets Hebrew free from bondage. He might feel that he has 

been already being at home, surrounded by his people, but on the other side he feels what his people feel. 

His people have not come to Canaan yet. They have been longing desire this home for more than 400 

years of slavery. Moses as a Hebrew, must have had similar feeling with his people. Relied on the fact 

that Moses feels the same toward his people, it can be concluded that this journey does not only belong 

to Moses, but also the Hebrew. These people indirectly also seek a journey home, as also happened to 

Joshua, a Hebrew who seeks home. 

During the enlightment period, Moses has never claimed himself as a prophet. It is depicted in several 

events such as: assuming that God is not the Boy; saying “messenger” toward the Boy character and 

choosing to be silent when Joshua said that what God tell him. Along the story, he carries sword rather 

than staff. It creates a masculine figure of Moses. 

This masculine figure is often portrayed in American Hero, as Bellow’s argue, American heroic is 

portrayed through its size, his masculinity, his “military style,” his women, and his heroic exploitations. 

Moses figure is often portrayed bigger than any other characters. This big size figure is not only portrayed 

when he attended a meeting, but also fought in a war.  Next is his armor covered by robe which depicts 

his masculinity as a warrior. Moreover, sword presence makes him looks more masculine. The other is 

his military style which appears when he sets up strategy against Hittie and Ramses as well. Another 
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American portrayal which can be observed is his criteria of women when he chooses Zipporah; He marries 

Zipporah whom her beauty and intelligent attract Moses. The last is his heroic explosion; He often appears 

as savior of the chaos, such as saving Ramses from Hittie, Miriam from Ramses, Zipporah from the 

stranger, and his people from Ramses armies.  

This hero characteristic often occurs on the American Hollywood movie. These movies are mostly in 

an action genre. Exodus: Gods and Kings, one of those genres, depicts another movie medium in 

promoting the American hero. The director fails to produce Moses character since he put American hero 

character too much. He creates his own Moses version and ignores the truth Moses scripture version.  

To sum up, this movie tries to sell their hero version along with their struggle history. It is clearly 

depicted in its similarity toward Field of Dream the movie. The desert that takes a big portion as a 

background of the movie personifies as wilderness. This movie depicts American frontier struggle during 

search for an American Eden on earth valuing the spiritual over the secular. Their effort to sell the movie 

that portrays American hero in prophetic theme seems failure. 

Attitudes towards America and Americanization are strongly linked to ideas about modernization, 

which supposedly is characterized  by  “mass  culture,”  and  where  thus  film  plays a significant  role 

(Olson 219). Film becomes effective media in delivering the mass culture towards the American market.   

6. Conclusion 

The result of this study presents that the representation American hero in Exodus: Gods and Kings is 

produced for commercial purpose. The director put aside the original story of Moses. He makes the main 

character, Moses, looks more as a warrior rather than prophet. However, this movie still wants to portray 

prophet side of Moses even though a little. 

By using Mackey-Kallis’s perennial and Halldorson American heroes, the hero archetype portrayal 

clearly depicted. Moses can be assessed as a hero by examining his journey. He has passed several stage 

of heroes’ journey that Mack-Kalli has already searched. First, he experiences three events that trigger a 

question on his identity. These events make him starting his journey to an unknown territory. During the 

journey, he has passed the wilderness of desert, fought against strangers and hunted an animal in order to 

live. His journey drops in a certain settlement and discovers his known identity. This parochial stage 

(known identity) makes him becomes more religious, especially after marrying his wife, Zipporah. After 

having sacred marriage, he still wants to seek his identity. He feels something lost in his identity; He seeks 

a father figure or atonement with his people.  After meeting the Boy character, he recognizes his identity 

as a Hebrew and duties as a savior of Hebrew at last. Moses faces several obstacles before reaching the 

destination, “home”. He has been looking for home since his people have not reached Canaan yet. In other 

words, they have not stepped into the phase “home” yet. This movies still has not portrayed the home 

long desired by the Hebrew.   

The American hero portrayal cannot be separated from the image of the characteristics of Hollywood 

movies. This finding is based on implementing Hallodorson’s American hero characteristics.  There are 

several American hero portrayals in this movie, for example: Moses is doing his trip roughly and arriving 

at the destination bring scars. This hard work ethos is similarly portrayed to the American Dream.  This 

dream often leads someone to work harder in order to achieve the goal. Besides that, he also involves his 

intelligence instead of relying on the physical endurance. His intellegence shows in setting up war 

strategy. Besides that, he often puts himself in danger, as happened when he saves Ramses, Miriam, 

Zipporah and his people. Such actions are injured as if those scars become a physical replacement over 

soul. The last is his behavior towards the society that often has difference point of view. This difference 

makes him out of the restrictive current community and invents a new society. Moreover, his weapon 

presence on the exodus process portrays much in a fighter rather than messenger. They often donate a big 

portion of character building on the protagonist. Hence, it makes the protagonist action adjust the movie 

theme wholly. This characterization influences the reception among the society. They do not tend to watch 

if it is very alienated.  Ultimately, this warrior portrayal is similar to the characteristic of American hero 

portrayed in many Hollywood movies.  
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The writers suggest for the next research whether, there should be another research that has the same 

object Exodus: Gods and Kings, to analyze other issues that have not been discovered yet. The other 

research will reveal more issues not related to diverse focueses instead of American Hero portrayal. 

Moreover, this study has not been discussing yet the comparison of Moses portrayal with the earlier film 

version. The writers hope for a new research about comparison Moses’ character with the previous Moses 

movie versions. 
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